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Children with severe physical disabilities often do not
have the capabilities for oral communication.

Therefore,

the vocabulary needs of nonspeaking children has been a
subject of research in the area of augmentative communication for a number of years.

The idea of allowing children

with disabilities the opportunity for expression and
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communication is one not easily ignored. Obtaining
vocabulary items, however, that are useful to nonspeaking
disabled children that also meet normal language acquisition
standards has been a concern.

This study specifically

addresses this concern by looking into the vocabulary issues
of twins.

The purpose of this research project is to verify

that differences exist in the expressive vocabulary needs
that are determined for a nonspeaking, cerebral-palsied twin
and a speaking, able-bodied twin by a caregiver despite
similar verbal environments.
Six twin pairs were used.

One of the twins in each

pair was normally developing in respect to cognition,
sensory abilities and speech/language.

The other twin had

both a nonambulatory and nonspeaking condition.

Their ages

range between 3;2 and lO;ll years with four male twin pairs
and two female twin pairs.

The procedures included a 100-

word parent-selected vocabulary list for each twin which was
to be representative of the words each child requires to
communicate effectively.

Additionally a 1000-word language

sample of the speaking twin within each twin pair was
obtained during a play activity.

The vocabulary items

obtained were then compared to answer the following
questions:

1) What is the percentage lexical agreement

between the parent's vocabulary lists for the speaking and
nonspeaking twin?; 2) What is the percentage of lexical
agreement between the language sample of the speaking twin
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and the parent's vocabulary lists for that child and the
nonspeaking twin?; 3) What vocabulary items constitute a
composite vocabulary list of common words selected by the
parents for each twin and the words actually spoken by the
normal twin?
Results indicate that 50\ of the words chosen by the
parent for the nonspeaking twin were also chosen for the
speaking twin.

This split percentage suggests that parents

indeed address normal language acquisition, while not
ignoring the unique words necessary to meet the needs of
their disabled child.

Additionally, low percentages were

obtained when the words in the parent-selected lists and the
language sample were compared.

The words chosen for the

nonspeaking twins, however, presented slightly lower
percentage agreements than the speaking twins.

The lower

agreement of vocabulary items reflects the different lexical
items needed for the nonspeaking, nonambulatory child that
may not occur in the language sample of a normally developing child during a play activity.

Therefore, this research

project demonstrates that despite similar verbal environments, the words chosen for twins varies with the abilities
and needs of each child, as well as other situational
influences.
The lexical items comprising the twin composite
vocabulary lists satisfy the various areas for semantic
content categories and communicative functions.

Further-
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more, these words seem to be especially relevant since they
not only represent words from normal language acquisition,
but also meet the needs of nonspeaking physically disabled
children.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
INTRODUCTION
Children with severe physical disabilities often do not
have the capabilities for oral communication.

These dis-

abilities may be the result of cerebral palsy or other
congenital anomalies.

Whatever the cause, these children

are not only limited in the experiences they encounter but
also in their interaction with other human beings.
children are easily ignored and isolated.

Disabled

To help remedy

this dilemma, research has been conducted into the area of
allowing children with disabilities the opportunity for
expression and communication.

Often the use of augmentative

communication devices, such as various types of communication boards are implemented.

An unresolved issue, however,

has been the selection of vocabulary items to be utilized on
these devices.
vocabulary?

How should we go about choosing the

Does one select words geared more toward the

daily care and medical needs of the child or word types that
fit into normal vocabulary acquisition?

We must consider

what words are appropriate to fit that child's needs.
In acquiring normal language, a child is in control of
what words are chosen to say.

A child with a severe oral
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motor disorder is not able to choose those words and needs
to rely on an augmentative communication device and the
words chosen by others.

This lack of control over word

environment, as well as the reduced experience of a disabled
child, may affect language development (Carlson, 1981).

The

first words a child learns seem especially important.
According to Fried-Oken (1989), they establish a sense for
"the power of communication, self-concept, language
development, and the rules of socialization".

If these

areas are not considered, a disabled child is further at
risk for delays due to various communication barriers.
These issues may be heightened in the case of twins,
one being severely disabled and the other normally developing.

How does raising a twin pair such as this, in a

similar environment, but each having such varying needs
influence the interactions and vocabulary used and selected
for the two children(

This question will be addressed

throughout this research project.
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
The purpose of this research project is to verify that
differences exist in the expressive vocabulary needs that
are determined for a nonspeaking, cerebral-palsied twin and
a speaking, able-bodied twin by a caregiver despite similar
verbal environments.

Results of this research will be

applied to the development of vocabulary selection guide-
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lines in augmentative and alternative communication for
children.

To accomplish this goal, the following questions

will be answered:
1.

What is the percentage lexical agreement between
the parent's vocabulary lists for the speaking and
nonspeaking twin?

2.

What is
between
and the
and the

3.

What vocabulary
vocabulary list
parent selected
actually spoken
compiled within

the percentage of lexical agreement
the language sample of the speaking twin
parent's vocabulary lists for that child
nonspeaking twin?
items constitute a composite
of common words representing the
words for each twin and the words
by the normal twin will be
twin pairs?

DEFINITION OF TERMS
The following terms were used as operational def initions for this study:
1.

Nonspeaking - A condition where the individual is
unable to use oral speech as the primary mode of
communication.

2.

Nonambulatory - A condition where the individual is
unable to use independent ambulation as the primary
mode of mobility.

3.

Augmentative and Alternative Communication CAAC) Any strategy, technique, or device developed
specifically to supplement or replace oral speech
for individuals with expressive language
impairments (Vanderheiden & Lloyd, 1986).

4.

Cerebral Palsy - Disorders caused by an irregularity in the central nervous system, primarily at
the motor control center; damage may be caused at
any time before muscular coordination is attained.
Characteristics may include too much or too little
muscle tone, abnormal positioning, and general
lack of coordination.
Intellect, speech, hearing,
vision, and emotional control may be affected
(Shames & Wiig, 1986, p. 614).

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
COMMUNICATIVE ENVIRONMENT AND LANGUAGE LEARNING
Twins
The environment in which twins learn language is
evidently different from that of singleton children
(Lytton, Conway, and Sauve, 1977; Tomasello, Michael, and
Kruger, 1986; Malmstrom and Silva, 1986; Stafford, 1987).
The communicative environment invariably affects the way in
which language is learned, as well as language performance
and expression.
Research has shown that twin children may have delayed
receptive and expressive language skills compared to children raised singly (Day, 1932; Davis, 1937; Koch, 1966;
Stafford, 1987).

Lytton, Conway, and Sauve (1977) found

that a decrease in expressive language skills in twins
correlated with restricted social interaction with the
parents.

It seems that the parents of twins are required to

divide their time between the two children.

Thus, parents'

verbal interactions could not be as extensive and attentive
as parents of singleton children.

Each child may have less

verbal interaction with the parents and be exposed to a
limited range of language forms and socialization skills.
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Specifically, twins receive less exposure to directions,
commands, verbal justifications, praise and approvals
(Lytton et al., 1977).

According to Tomasello, Michael and

Kruger (1986), the parental responses to the two children
are imitative rather than generative or socially interactive, thus attributing to delayed language learning.
Stafford (1987) examined twin language differences to
propose a possible reason why they exist.

Language compre-

hension and expression of twins tended to lag behind that of
singletons by a few months.

She concluded that differences

in the maternal input to twins and singletons contributed to
the language variations.

Maternal use of imitations,

expansions, extension and topic continuations were devices
rated as highly responsive, informative and helpful in
children's language acquisition.

Mothers of twins, however,

used half as many of these devices as did mothers of single
children.

The mothers of twins also used more commands,

declaratives, and answering of their own questions.

These

devices were labeled as being negatively associated with
language comprehension and expression development.

Other

characteristic behaviors of mothers of twins included less
positive acknowledgements and interaction, as well as
conversation with the twins as one unit instead of interacting with each on an individual basis.

This may be the

result of interacting in triads (mother, twin, twin) the
increased time involved with two children of the same age,
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or the fact that since twins have same-aged playmates,
parents may feel less demands to interact with the children.
Stafford reports that "the speech of the mothers of twins
can generally be characterized as having a relative lack of
responsive and conversation-eliciting features and a
relative abundance of nonresponsive features" (p. 456).
Thus, how the parents of twins interact and adjust to the
twin situation has some influence on how twins learn
language.
One must remember that even though twin language tends
to be delayed in some characteristics, children reproduce
the language forms in which they have been exposed.

Best

(1988) indicated that the linguistic environment of twins
determines language development.

By following a set of

twins, she came to the conclusion that the language competence of twins is influenced by "individual preferences and
personalities" of each child (p. 16).

Parents react to any

individual differences and then focus and form their
language to meet each child's needs according to those
differences, thus, the different language performances of
twin children.

Since the patents have limlted lime to spend

in meeting one child's language and communication needs,
this may be part of the reason for the characteristic delay
of language in twins as compared to singleton children.
The social development of twins seems to differ from
that of singleton children as well.

Vandell, Owen, Wilson &
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Henderson (1988) observed twin children as they interacted
with their mother, with each other, and with an unfamiliar
peer.

They concluded that during the first year, no

differences in the interactions with each other and an
unfamiliar peer were found.

Additionally, a preference

emerged in twins who were more likely to interact with each
other during the first year were more apt to interact with
each other· during the second year.

One possible reason for

this may be that twins understand each other from frequent
interaction and therefore tend to have more of an incentive
to interact with each other.

The security of their rela-

tionship with their mother, however, partially determined
their responsivity or interaction with each other and with
unfamiliar peers.

Those twins labeled at six months as

having secure maternal attachment were more likely to have a
later interest in peer interactions.

It is quite possible

that early caregiver interactions which may initially
determine the level of maternal attachment or security,
later determines the interest in peer interaction.
The twin situation brings with it further language
characteristics that are unique to the twin relationship.
It has been reported that twins may develop their own
private language, often termed "idioglossia."

This private

language has been hypothesized to result from the poor
language modeling of twin-twin interactions and limited
adult models, a continuation of baby-talk within twin pairs,
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the manifestation of increased twin interactions, or to
maintain a "sense of symbiosis" (Ainslie, 1985, p.77; Koch,
1966; Savic, 1980}.
Idioglossia, "autonomous speech" and "secret speech" as
it is frequently referred to, has been studied to determine
its particular characteristics.

Luria and Yudovich (1959},

have outlined specifics of this speech and language
deviation.

They reported that this phenomenon presents a

vocabulary differing from that of the normal child's common
word forms and a grammar that represents concrete and
objective activity as a whole, as opposed to the abstract
language system of adults.

They also stress that the

purpose of this autonomous language is to help organize the
children's world and form their reality through the mental
processes of language.

This phenomenon usually dissipates

with the increasing socialization of the twins with other
children.

Ainslie (1985} reported that this language is

usually a transient stage that some twins may experience to
secure their twin identity by linguistically isolating
themselves from caregivers.
Halmstrom and Silva (1986} investigated the language
characteristics of one set of twins from the age of 2.0
through 3.9 years.
vocabulary.

The twins developed normal syntax and

Some deviant structures were noted, however.

For example, the pronoun "me" was used to represent both
children as one unit.

When certain items or people were
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grouped in twos, those names were connected as one name,
such as "Kelda-Krista", representing the single unit concept
again.

Singular verbs were used in reference to themselves

also.
Stafford (1987) reported that twin language was not
evident in her study, but suggested that idioglossia could
be a function of how interactive the parents are with the
twins as individuals.

If the mother interacts with them as

a unit, the twins become very close in their interactions,
which may foster a sense of a single identity.

Ainslie

(1985) reported that this twin language reflects "a
linguistic representation of the intertwin identification"
(p.

76).
Hunsinger and Douglass (1976), however, presented

another variable of language learning.

They decided to

study whether language skills are the result of heredity or
environment in identical and fraternal twins and their
siblings.

Their findings showed that identical twin pairs'

language skills are significantly more similar than that of
fraternal twins or siblings.

It also seems that fraternal

twin pairs' and their normal siblings' language skills were
nearly the same, but that identical twins' language skills
were reduced.

The authors suggest that this difference

between identical and fraternal twins is attributed to
genetic influence since it is most difficult to conclude
that parental treatment of identical twins is different to
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that of fraternal twins or their siblings.
The role of the linguistic environment as well as
genetics, have been implicated in the language learning of
twins.

Host likely, it is a combination of both environment

and genetics that determine the level of language competence.

Let us now turn to the literature concerning twins

with disabilities.
Twins with Disabilities
The degree and style of caregiver's interaction with
a child with disabilities can affect the communicative
environment, thus influencing the child's linguistic
development.

Yoder, Farran, and Allen (1984) conducted a

study directed at confirming this hypothesis.

They compared

mother-infant dyads involving two sets of fraternal infant
twins, one twin being normal and the other displaying
various disabilities.

It was concluded that less contingent

or responsive behaviors were displayed by the mother when
interacting with the disabled twin.

The twin with

disabilities also spent less time in joint attention and
exhibited greater nondirected behaviors.

Joint attention,

contingent and responsive behaviors on the part of both
participants not only seem to enrich social interaction, but
also contribute to communicative development (Owens, 1986).
Thus, the results indicate that the interactions between
caregivers and a child with disabilities might be hindering
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that child's prelinguistic communication skills; the skills
that are primary to later effective interpersonal
interaction.
When twins are raised with one or both of them being
disabled, they miss out on the unique and special twin
relationship and situation.

Crismore (1982) reported that

the parents of twins, one being normal, the other having a
spastic condition as well as mentally disabled, experience
many dilemmas.

Of special interest to this research

project, is that these parents felt that most of their
anguish resulted from the "spoiling of the twin relationship'' or "twin experience" (p. 12).

Twins growing up so

differently, yet in the same environment and having many of
the same experiences, may feel "incomplete" as the twin
relationship is lost. This twin relationship has also been
determined to have more of an influence in "socialization
experiences and development" than other factors such as
social class (Lytton et al., 1977, p.106).
Penn and Haden (1985) examined the syntactic skills of
one normally developing twin and one language-impaired twin.
The normal twin was the dominate partner in the dyad, and
had the sophisticated syntactic structures present in her
repertoire.

Also, the normal twin often completed,

corrected and explained the utterances of the languageimpa ired twin.

Upon receiving speech therapy, the language-

impaired twin made gains and the prior communicative
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behaviors became less obvious.

It was not discussed

explicitly, but one must question whether the prior
asymmetrical communicative behaviors existed because of the
dominance of the normal twin as a result of the other's
language-impairment or because the dominance of the one twin
in language interactions inadvertently had an influence upon
the other twin's language impairment.

This scenario

demonstrates that even though one twin may be impaired, they
still manage to be linked in their interactions and maintain
the twin identity.
Children with Disabilities
In a child's acquisition of language, the
communicative environment plays an integral role.

It

includes such elements as physical surroundings and objects,
people interacted with, the manner of communication, and the
feelings and attitudes of others.

The communicative envi-

ronment can impede or encourage the normal cognitive and
expressive language development.

A communicatively healthy

environment may also foster the concept of socialization and
the needed skills for interaction.

With a nonspeaking

and/or severely disabled child, however, a healthy communicative environment model may be limited.

Harris and

Vanderheiden (1980) have summed up the barriers to
communication that nonspeaking severely disabled children
encounter.

They are as follows:
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l.

Reduced or inconsistent ability to interact with
and explore the environment;

2.

Reduced or inconsistent ability to play/interact
with other persons motorically and vocally and to
stimulate vocal feedback from caregivers and
others;

3.

Inability to express emotions, needs, and thoughts
and to exchange information with others in
consistent, reliable, and effective manners;

4.

Inability to develop control of "normal"
communication mechanisms (oral speech and fine
motor mechanisms) (p. 234).

Bottenberg and Hanks (1986) contended that the disabled
child, being restricted in experiences, does not have the
same opportunities to learn appropriate social, pragmatic
and language skills.
child.

This restriction may isolate the

The child may not be willing to or know how to

interact with other children.

Furthermore, others may

deliberately avoid the child due to these limitations.
Rogers-Warren and Warren (1984) contended that language
skills arise out of a children's early social interactions.
These early social interactions allow caregivers to teach
and encourage the child's communication endeavors.

This in

turn, helps to motivate the child "to respond not only
because of the generally socially reinforcing nature of the
relationship, but also because of his or her ability to
mediate or affect the behavior of the caregiver" (p.61).
Children with severe disabilities, on the other hand, may
find it difficult to respond and attend to the environment
and caregiver's interactions.

Ultimately, the caregiver may
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reduce the amount of communicative interactions with a child
limited by disabilities, thus impeding the child's potential

interest and competency in communication even further.
The communicative environment of a nonspeaking child
with severe disabilities may produce certain influences or
considerations that a normally developing child does not
encounter.

One such consideration is the use of an augmen-

tative communication device.

This device, being essential

for most social interaction, needs to be accepted and
adjusted to by the user as well as the receiver.

The other

consideration is that of social interaction within the
natural environment as mentioned by Rogers-Warren and Warren
(1984).

Basil (1986) completed a study of the social

interaction in nonverbal children with severe disabilities
using augmentative devices.

It was found that:

1.

Children's responsivity increases as the success
in obtaining contingent communicative responses
from parents or teachers increases;

2.

A state of learned helplessness and lack of
communicative initiation was fostered by the
parent's lack of contingent responses and
conversation domination (p. 9).

Basil (1986) concluded that as a communication device is
introduced, environmental intervention may be warranted.
Environmental intervention in the study produced the
following consequences:
1.

Enhanced understanding of the augmentative device
and better conversational patterns displayed;
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2.

Understanding and acceptance that the use of
communication aids must accomplish the same
communicative functions of speech;

3.

A positive change in the attitudes and
expectancies of both the user and significant
others in regard to the advantages of mutual
communicative interaction (p. 11-12).

Additionally, Buzolich (1986) commented that nonverbal
children with severe disabilities need the ability to exert
as much control over their environment as possible.

These

children are "often treated as nonparticipants" (p.14)
which can foster learned helplessness and stunt language
development.

Therefore, this control may be important while

the child is beginning to use an augmentative device,
especially since language learning can then be facilitated.
Morris (1987) stated that "the early emphasis on communication and interaction skills . . . develops the communicative competence and a reliable system that will enable the
child to use an augmentative communication system" (p. 79).
In considering augmentative or alternative communication systems for any child with disabilities, it is
important to understand that many variables determine the
effectiveness and competency with which a child can use a
system.

According to Bottenberg and Hanks (1986), these

variables "include the child's cognitive, motor, and sensory
status, receptive language skills, the desire to
communicate, the specific communication mode used, and the
child's attitude towards the communication mode" (p. 212).
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The attitudes and acceptance of those in which the child
comes in contact

while attempting to use the communication

system will also influence the child's feelings toward the
system, as well as the child's motivation to become
proficient in using the system to foster the potential for
communicative competence.
Light, Collier and Parnes (1985a), formulated similar
conclusions to those stated above.

They reported that the

children they followed, being nonspeaking and using augmentative communication devices, were restricted in their
conversational input from various barriers presented by
their caregivers.

During parent and child interactions, the

adult dominated the discourse and took the responsibility
for topic initiations, carrying the conversation, and
filling in silent gaps by repeating and rephrasing their
prior statements.

The authors stated that it may have been

possible that the children, restricted by the physical and
cognitive demands as well as the time constraints of their
communication devices, found it easier to respond to only
the conversational obliges of the caregiver.

This would

help to explain the asymmetrical nature of the parent/child
discourse patterns.

It was concluded that this lack of

conversational substance, was not beneficial towards
learning communicative competence.

Thus, the caregivers of

nonspeaking children with communication devices need to
encourage independence by allowing their children to
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initiate, expand their utterances, and carry the conversation.

It is also suggested that caregivers allow their

children the time to express a variety of communicative
functions to increase the "control over the channel of
information within their environment" (Light, Collier, and
Parnes, 1985b, p. 105).
To this point, it is evident that the communicative
environment as well as the communication system plays a
significant role on language development and competence with
disabled children.

We must, however, consider the fact that

many of these communication devices display single semantic
or vocabulary items that the communication aid user must
combine.

It is vital then to realize the importance that

semantic development has on aided or augmented linguistic
competence.
STRATEGIES FOR VOCABULARY SELECTION
Vocabulary selection for nonspeaking children with
severe disabilities is continuously expanding.

Guidelines

have been suggested; however, nothing has been adopted or
supported by empirical evidence.
It is generally decided that the vocabulary items for a
child's first words should follow that of normally developing lexical acquisition as well as mold to the special needs
of the child (Lahey & Bloom, 1977; Fristoe &

Lloyd, 1980;

Carlson, 1981). Lahey and Bloom (1977) outlined some
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critical areas involved in vocabulary selection.

They

contend that the contexts for which these words will be
learned and used will determine their eligibility for
selection.

Words that can be used for a variety of items or

events "are words that will serve the child more frequently
in his effort to communicate and may of fer more opportunities for input stimulation" (p. 342).

They select words

that closely follow the normally developing patterns of
relational and substantive words, but that will be
functional and of interest to the child.

Relational words

being those that refer to the relations between objects.
Substantive words are those that refer to specific objects
or categories.

Additionally, words that can be taught and

used in many different forms may foster language learning.
Lahey and Bloom (1977) suggested that words for an
expressive lexicon should be words that represent or can
\

combine to demonstrate particular content categories.

These

categories are action, entity, attribute, possession, agent,
locative, recurrence, object, negation, and demonstrative.
Ottman (1981) stated that the vocabulary items chosen
should be of functional use to the child.

Such items as

proper names of familiar persons, "body parts and bodily
needs" (p. 4), and emotions or feelings that can be
expressed.

The inclusion of emotions and feelings is vital

to the child's ability to have a sense of control and
normalcy.
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The lexicon should be "sensitive to the developmental,
environmental, and cultural changes" as well as responsive
to the inventive experiences that normally developing
children can encounter with language (Carlson, 1981, p.
244).

Carlson asserted that the vocabulary items need to be

appropriate to the activities and settings in which the
child interacts and to the child's level of ability.

The

words also need to provide the potential for requesting
various experiences that the child may have missed.
Light, Collier and Parnes (1985b) stressed the
importance of symbols or words indicating communicative
functions.

The expression of communicative functions

encompass the intentions to request, clarify, comment,
answer, protest, and acknowledge.

For example, a question

mark or the word "more" indicating the request for further
information.

Thus, making nonspeaking children competent

communicators by allowing them to exercise more "control
over the" flow of "information within their environment"

(p. 105).
It has also been suggested that the vocabulary selected
be not only functional, but reinforcing and reinforceable
(Porter, 1987).

A reinforcing vocabulary is one that

promotes motivation to communicate by allowing the child the
option of preference and freedom to control the expressive
lexicon.

A reinforceable lexicon is one that allows the

communication aid user to receive consequences and have
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control over other's behaviors through the use of the
communication system.

Porter (1987) continues to specify

word categories such as "those reflecting feelings .....
pleasure or displeasure, specific items and events, and
potentially reinforcing objects and activities" (p.83).

As

the lexicon is required to expand to continue to meet the
user's needs, Porter recommended that expansion should be
systematic.

She proposed the following strategies be

implemented:
1.

Observed Need - When new words are identified,
they are written down.
If the new word occurs
twice or more in one week, it is added to the
communication device;

2.

Systematic Categorization - For ease of visual
identification, categories of words are placed on
one line;

3.

Specificity of Selection - Modifiers should be
added to request specific items (p.85).

It is also important to remember that the individuals
who interact daily with the disabled child may have many
insights to valuable lexicon items that can be useful and
rewarding for the child to communicate.

Parents, teachers,

and siblings are all reliable sources which represent a
variety of contexts (Carlson, 1981).

These sources may also

provide the vocabulary items that the child receptively
knows and needs on a daily basis.

This will allow the child

to learn basic communication and interactions skills without
struggling to learn new words, as well as the concepts for
those words.
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SUMMARY

It is apparent that the environment or manner in which
twins, and/or children with disabilities are raised can
affect language acquisition and competence in ways that
normal singleton children may not experience.

These dif-

ferences account for language delays and in some cases a
sense of linguistic and social helplessness.

Augmentative

communication devices assist in providing these children
with the means to become proficient communicators in many
contexts.

The vocabulary selection for the devices become

our job as speech and language experts.

The literature

concerning vocabulary selection for children's augmentative
communication devices is limited.

Thus, we must rely on the

people close to and familiar with a child to provide us with
the lexicon that enable a nonspeaking child to communicate.

CHAPTER III
METHODS
SUBJECTS AND SELECTION PROCEDURES
Subjects included three identical and three fraternal
twin pairs between the ages of 3.2 and 10.11 years.
mean age was 7.1 years.
were of the same sex.
four were male.
household.

Their

The children within each twin pair
Two of the subject pairs were female,

Each twin pair lived within the same

Table I describes the twin pairs in detail.

TABLE I
~STATUS

SUBJECI' AGE
(in yrs)

m

PHYSIC.AI. STATUS
NOOSPEAKING CHILD SPEAKING CHILO

TWIN STATUS

WlB

3.2

F

Nonant>ulatory

Alrbulatory

Fraternal

2A/2B

6.1

M

Nonant>ulatory

Alrbulatory

Identical

3A/3B

6.2

F

Nonant>ulatory

Alrbulatory

Identical

4A/4B

7.8

M

Nonarrbulatory

Ant>ulatory

Identical

5A/5B

8.7

M

Nonant>ulatory

Alrbulatory

Fraternal

6A,16B

10.11

M

Nonarrbulatory

Ant>ulatory

Fraternal

One child from each twin pair was able-bodied, speaking
and developing normally with respect to cognition, sensorymotor abilities and speech/language as reported by their
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parents, speech-language pathologists and/or educators.

The

other twin was nonambulatory, nonspeaking and diagnosed by a
physician as having cerebral palsy.

Nonspeaking was

operationally defined as a condition where the individual is
unable to use oral speech as the primary mode of communication.

Nonambulatory was operationally defined as a

condition where the individual is unable to use independent
ambulation as the primary mode of mobility.
Cognition status of the disabled child is described by
the presence or absence of an AAC system and size of vocabulary within each child's system.

Since cognitive assessment

is so difficult in this population, no specific cognitive
measures or descriptions were required.

No criteria for

gender, race, or socioeconomic background were imposed
because of a restricted subject population.

Data were

collected across the United States and Canada making strict
subject criteria difficult.

Table II illustrates whether

the nonspeaking twin used an AAC system and how many words
were contained in a prior vocabulary list prepared for that
child.
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TABLE II
MC SYS'I»f USE BY DISABLED
SUBJEx:T

N1E

~N

NO. OF {ll'.)ROS ON PREPARED
VOCABULARY LIST

AAC_SYS'I»f IN USE

lB

3.2 yrs

NO

2B

6.1

YES

20

3B

6.2

YES

50

4B

7.8

NO

44**

SB

8.7

YES

75

6B

10.11

YES

700

4*

*

denotes words understood, ho'Wl!ver, no vocabulary list had been
prepared.
** denotes words understood, however, no MC system in use.
Additionally, this study collected data from one other
group of subjects, the parent or caregiver of the twin
pairs.

No subject criteria were placed upon caregivers.
DATA COLLECTION

The twins were found by sending information letters
explaining the proposed research to private clinicians,
speech and hearing clinics and various organizations that
serve children with disabilities.

Families or clinicians

interested in participating in the study were sent the
following:
1.

A cover letter and instructions for parents and
clinicians (See Appendix A).

2.

An informed consent form (See Appendix B).

3.

Two 110-word vocabulary forms (See Appendix C).
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4.

An audio-cassette tape.

5.

Guidelines for collecting language samples (See
Appendix D).

6.

Self-addressed stamped return envelope.

The parent of the twins was asked to complete two 110
word vocabulary lists; one for each of their children.
intention was to acquire 100 words for each child.

The

One

hundred ten words were listed to ensure there was no duplication of words (See Appendix E).

One of the lists was

representative of the vocabulary items that would be needed
by the speaking twin if he/she were unable to speak.

The

second list was comprised of the 110 vocabulary items chosen
so that the nonspeaking, disabled child could communicate
effectively.

Instructions to help caregivers decide which

words should be selected for the nonspeaking twin were as
follows:
Please list the 110 most important words your
child needs in order to communicate effectively
during a regular day.
Some parents find it easy
to think of this list as the 110 words that
their child would use a lot if he/she could talk.
Before completing the list, you may find it
helpful to observe your child carefully for a
while.
If a vocabulary list has already been
made for your child, you may use the words in
that list.
A one hour language sample was also elicited from the
speaking, able-bodied twin during a conversation or play
activity using Fisher-Price toys, Legos or Play-Doh.

This

was conducted by the clinician or parent of the nonspeaking
twin if the child was located a distance from Portland.

If
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the child was within driving distance, the language sample
was elicited by this researcher.
Confidentiality of the subjects was maintained.

Each

subject and parent was assigned a number and their vocabulary lists were entered into the data base under these
numbers.
DATA ENTRY
The language samples were transcribed and edited
according to predetermined transcription rules (Lee, 1974;
Barrie-Blakely, Musselwhite & Register, 1978; and Hiller,
1981) (See Appendix F).

The first 50 utterances were

deleted to account for the child's unfamiliarity with the
task or adult.
analysis.

The subsequent 1000 words were used for

The 1000 words from the one hour language sample

along with the 100 words from each of the vocabulary lists
were then entered into a computer database system.

An IBM

386 microcomputer with a 20 megabyte hard disk was used.
The database software chosen was Advanced Revelations,
Cosmos Inc. 1989.

Data were recorded with a Micro ECM-D8

SONY Electric Condenser Microphone.

The data were

transcribed using a Sony BM-80 Dictator/Transcriber.
DATA ANALYSIS
Descriptive statistics were used for the data analysis.
For the first research question, a composite list of common
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words selected by the parent for each twin pair was created.
Words common to both twin lists were extracted.

A percent-

age was obtained of the lexical agreement between the two
twin vocabularies and the composite list for each twin pair.
The percent agreement was calculated by dividing the number
of common words in each parent list by the total words in
the composite list.
For the second research question, the language sample
of the speaking twin was compared to the words selected by
the parent for each twin.

Percentages of lexical agreement

were obtained for common words between each 100-word list
selected by the parent and the 1000-word language sample of
the normally developing twin.

In order to compare lists of

different lengths, two calculations were performed.
First, the number of common words between the 1000-word
language sample and each of the two 100-word lists was
obtained.

To determine the percent lexical agreement of the

common words with each of the parent lists, the number of
common words was divided by 100.

One hundred represents the

number of total words in each parent list.
To determine the percent lexical agreement between the
common words and the language sample, a different procedure
was used.

The number of unique words was obtained for the

language sample.

Unique words are types that are dissimilar

to each other and directly corresponds to the numerator in
the type-token ratio (TTR).

This method assured that no
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word in the language sample could be counted more than once
and thereby influence the resulting percentage.

The number

of words common to the language sample and parent list was
divided by the number of types in the language sample.
For the third research question, a composite list was
created consisting of the words common to the language
sample of the speaking twin and the parent-selected lists
for each twin child.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This study posed and answered three research questions.
The first question sought to determine the similarity of the
vocabulary selected by the caregiver of a disabled nonspeaking twin and a normally developing twin.

The second

question examined the similarity between the vocabulary
selected by the caregiver of each twin and the words
actually spoken by the normally developing twin.

The final

question identified actual words that were similar between
the caregivers' lists for each twin child and the words
actually spoken by the normally developing twin.

In this

chapter, the results of each research question will be
presented and discussed.
RESULTS
The first research question posed was:

What is the

percentage lexical agreement between the parent's vocabulary
lists for the speaking and nonspeaking twin?
presents these data.

Table III

It illustrates that parent-selected

vocabulary agreement ranged between 43\ to 61\.

For

example, 48 out of 200 words in the composite list for lA/lB
were the same.

4A's and 4B's parents chose 61 words that
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were the same for the speaking and nonspeaking twin.
median of 54.5\ and a mode of 48\ were computed.

A

The mean

agreement was 49.7\ with a standard deviation of 6.1.
Therefore, approximately half of the words that were chosen
for the speaking child were also chosen for the nonspeaking
child.

TABLE III
PERCE?n' LEXIc.AL

SUBJECI'

NO.

~S

~ ~

IN CXlMHOO

PARENI' LISTS

PERC»IT~

LVlB

48

48 \

2W2B

48

48 \

3A/3B

51

51 \

4A/48

61

61 \

5WSB

47

47 \

6W6B

43

43 \

The number of words in common within each twin pair
changes when the ages of the children are considered.

A

decrease appears to occur around the age of eight years.

It

seems that the children older than 4A/4B (8 years of age)
have less words in common than the younger twin pairs.
When the fraternal and identical twin pairs are
analyzed separately, additional information is gained.

For

the fraternal twin pairs lA/lB, 5A/5B and 6A/6B, the number
of common words ranged between 43 to 48 words with a mean of
46 and a standard deviation of 2.2.

The identical twin
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pairs 2A/2B, 3A/3B and 4A/4B, demonstrated a higher
commonality between words.

The number of common words for

the identical twin pairs ranged between 48 to 61 words with
a mean of 53.3 and a standard deviation of 5.6.
The second research question posed was:

What is the

percentage of lexical agreement between the language sample
of the speaking twin and the parent's vocabulary lists for
that child and the nonspeaking twin?

A parent-selected 100-

word vocabulary list was examined for each child within a
twin pair.

A corresponding 1000-word language sample was

used for comparison.

In order to compare the language

sample to the individual word lists, the types or unique
words were identified in each sample.

Table IV presents

list sizes and number of unique words in each language
sample.

For example, there were 241 types in lA's language

sample out of a total 1000 words.

A type-token ratio was

then computed for each sample based on the 1000 tokens and
the number of types.

Type-token ratios ranged from .201 to

.321 with a mean ratio of .254.
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TABLE IV
LIST SIZES AND
~S FOR LANCl.JAGE SAMPLE

m.tMBm OF UNIQUE

INITIALS

NO. OF
PARENI' LIST
SA*
NN*

FOR
LANCl.JAGE SAMPLE

~OS

NO. OF UNIQUE
~S FOR
LANCl.JAGE SAMPLE

TYPE-TOKEN
RATIO

WlB

100

100

1000

241

.241

2W2B

100

100

1000

235

.235

3A/3B

100

100

1000

241

.241

4W4B

100

100

1000

284

.284

SA/SB

100

100

1000

201

.201

6W6B

100

100

1000

321

.321

* Denotes abbreviations:

SA = Speaking, ant>ulatory twin
NN = Nonspeaking, nonant>ulatory twin

The percent lexical agreements between each parent list
and the types in each language sample are presented in Table
V.

Each line of the table represents data for one twin

pair.

There are four columns for each twin pair.

The first

two columns contain data for the speaking twin; the second
two columns for the nonspeaking twin.

Two fractions

represent lexical agreement calculations for the speaking
twin; two fractions are for the nonspeaking twin.

A

percentage was calculated for each corresponding fraction.
For each child, the numerators in the parent list and
language sample columns were identical.

They indicated the

number of common words between the language sample and the
parent-selected word list for that child.

For example, for
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lA there were 38 words in common to the language sample and
the parent-selected word list.

TABLE V
2-WAY a:HPARISONS:
PERCENI' LEXIc.AL ~ ~
P.ARE:Nr LISTS AND LANWAGE SAMPLE
s~

lA
2A

SPEAKING CHILD
NONSPEAKING CHILD
P.ARE:Nr LIST LANG. SAMPLE SUBJECT PARM LIST LNJG. SAMPLE
_],L = 38%

-1§._

100

241

...lL

= 26\

100
3A

--"--- = 44%

..12-

6A

= 11%

28

= 35%

--"--- = 18%

38

~=

..12-

= 12%

48

~

= 12\

58

284

25%

100

201

-12_ = 29\

-1!... = 9\
321

100

...1L = 36%
100

...1L

-1.L

= 22%

-1.L

=

-1.L

= 31%

_JL

= 13%

100

241

100
SA

18

235

100
4A

...lL

= 16%

9%

235

100

241

...1L = 36%
100

_lL = 13%

= 26%

...lL = 13\

_li_

100
68

= 15\

241

~=

25\

100

284
201
~ =

8%

321

Overall, for the speaking children, the number of
common words ranged between 25 to 44 words with a mean of
32.8 and a standard deviation of 7.47.

This means that an

average of 33 out of 100 words appeared in the speaking
child's parent lists and on the language samples.

For the

nonspeaking children, the number of common words ranged
between 22 to 36 words with a mean of 29.3 and a standard
deviation of 5.9.

Thus, an average of 29 words appeared in

the language samples and on the parent's lists for the
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nonspeaking children.
The demoninator under the parent list columns was
always 100 and equaled the number of words in the parentselected word list.

The denominator under the language

sample columns equaled the number of unique words or types
in the 1000-word language sample.
child to child.

This number varied from

Since the total number of words in each

list differs, separate percentages were calculated for each
child.
The percentages under the parent list columns represent
the lexical agreement between the language samples and the
parent lists.

For example, 38 out of 100 words for lA in

the parent-selected word list were also in the language
sample, so the percentage of lexical agreement between this
speaking child and her parents' list was 38\.

For lB, the

nonspeaking twin of lA, 36 out of 100 words in the parentselected word list also appeared in the language sample.
Overall, the percent agreement for the speaking children
ranged from 25\ to 44\ with a mean of 32.8\ and a standard
deviation of 7.47.

These results were similar to those for

the nonspeaking children which ranged from 22\ to 36\ with a
mean of 29.3\ and a standard deviation of 5.9.
The percentages under the language sample columns
represent the lexical agreement between the parent lists and
the language samples.

For example, 38 words out of 241

types for lA were also in the parent list for that child.
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Therefore, 16\ of the words in the language sample were also
in the parent list for that child.

For lB, 36 words out of

241 types were also in the parent list.

Thus, 15\ of the

words in the language sample were also in the parent list
for 18.

Overall, the percent agreement between the speak-

ing children ranged from 9\ to 18\ with a mean of 13\ and a
standard deviation of 3.35.

These results were similar to

those for the nonspeaking children which ranged from 8\ to

15\ with a mean of 11.8\ and a standard deviation of 1.97.
Further information is provided when age is considered.
The percent agreements between the parent lists and the
language samples tend to decline for twin pairs over 8 years
of age.

This is particularly evident under the parent list

columns for the speaking and nonspeaking child.

For

example, the speaking twins SA and GA hold the percentage
agreements of 25\ and 29\ respectively.

These percentages

are lower than the percentages for the younger children, who
have agreement scores of 38\, 26\, 44\ and 25\ respectively.
This is also evident for the nonspeaking twins 58 and 68.
The third research question posed was:

What vocabulary

items constitute a composite vocabulary list of common words
selected by the parents for each twin and spoken by the
normally developing twin?

For each twin pair 1200 words

(1000 tokens from the language sample and 100 words each
from the two parent-selected lists) were compared for
commonality.

The common words were extracted to create the
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composite list of vocabulary items.

Composite lists for

each twin pair are listed in Table VI.

The composite lists

ranged from 13 to 27 words in common, with a median of 20
words and a mode of 24.

The mean number of words in common

for each composite list was 20 with a standard deviation of
5.7 words.

In other words, approximately 20 common words

were chosen by the parents for each child and spoken by the
normally developing twin.
TABLE VI

3-WAY COMPARISONS:
COMPOSITE 'VOCABULARY LIST FOR EACH 'IWIN PAIR
~=

~

~

BED
CAR
DAD
00
CX>OD

BED
DAD

~

~

BREAKFAST
DAD

BATHROOM
CAR
DAD
Wtl.J

GET

ooa<

00
I

cr.OTHF.S

COAT

IN

FRimD

GIRL

MAKE

GO
HELP

MORE

HOT

OUT

~STAIRS

DIN"Nm

HOUSE

00
rn>.NDHA
ME

~~

I

HJM

ME

NO

00
DRINK
DlOUGH
GET
HELP

MILK

ON

HOW

IN

ovm

I
MOVIE
PLAY
POP
POPCORN

HJM

OUTSIDE

JUICE

{S}

RIDE

MORE
M'i
NEED

{S}

LIKE
LUNCH

ME
H:H

SEE

{S}
TV
WATCH

NO
OFF
00
PLAY
{S}

SIS'I'm
SIT
STAND
UPSTAIRS
WALK
YES

ME
HCtf

TV

UP
WALK

YES

OUT

ovm

M'i

RUN

N'T

{S}
STCP
TEACHm

WANT
WHERE

WANT

ON

HORE

NEED
NO
PLAY
{S}
TAKE

TIRED

OFF

NO

TAKE
WANT
WHERE
YES

TIME
UP
YES

'iOU
"'RACHEL

{tl{Y

YES

TOT.AL
CC!1HQN YmDS: 24

'iOU

17

27

24

15

13
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DISCUSSION
This research suggests that parents raising twins, one
being normally developing and the other presenting a nonambulatory, nonspeaking status, do indeed determine differences in expressive vocabulary for the two children.

This

seems to occur even though the children live in similar
verbal environments.

Interpretation of the results will be

presented in the following pages.
The first research question examined the percentage
lexical agreement between the parents' vocabulary lists for
the speaking and nonspeaking twin.

It is interesting that

on the average, about 50\ of the words selected for the
speaking child were also selected for the nonspeaking child.
If a lower percentage had been obtained, one could argue
that the parents were selecting vocabulary items for the
nonspeaking twin that were significantly different than that
of the speaking twin. If a higher percentage had been
obtained, the parents may not have identified certain
vocabulary items that were uniquely appropriate to the
nonspeaking child's lifestyle.

Neither a high nor a low

percentage was obtained, therefore, another interpretation
must be offered.

Since an average of 49.7\ was obtained, it

is possible that the vocabulary lists reflect equally the
vocabulary of the normally developing child and the nonspeaking, disabled child.

The parents seemed to sense the
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different needs of the nonambulatory, nonspeaking child and
compensate for those needs by choosing certain words for the
vocabulary list they feel are necessary for that child's
lifestyle.

Best (1988) supports this finding by suggesting

that parents of twins react to individual differences in
their children and then form their language to meet the
needs of each child.

She states that there is variability

in the language of twins even though the environment is held
constant.

The linguistic input provided by parents varies

depending on the characteristics and linguistic and
cognitive abilities of each child (Cross, 1977; Best, 1988).
This research concurs that when raising one normally
developing twin and one nonspeaking, nonambulatory twin,
parents recognize the influences of both physical and
communicative situations upon expressive vocabulary
acquisition.
each child.

They select words that best meet the needs of
These parents, however, did allow many normally

acquired words to be represented on the vocabulary list as
reflected in the fact that approximately half of the words
chosen for the nonspeaking child were also chosen for the
speaking child.
Additionally, the results have shown that the identical
twin pairs had a higher mean percentage of words (53.3\) in
common than did the fraternal twin pairs (46\).

Munsinger

and Douglass (1976) support this finding by stating that
identical twin pairs' language skills are significantly more
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similar than that of fraternal twins.
The second research question examined the percentage
lexical agreement between the language sample of the speaking twin and the parent's vocabulary lists.

Looking at the

low percent agreements in Table V, between the language
samples and the parent-selected lists for each child, it
would seem that the words spoken by the normally developing
twin are not chosen by parents for either of the children.
On the contrary, it seems that the parents did choose words
within a normally developing lexicon.

It is speculated that

the parents chose words that were necessary for daily needs
and rituals rather than words of play that likely occurred
during the language sample.

Additionally, one must remember

that functor words (the, at, a, etc.) may comprise much of
the language sample yet very little of the parent-selected
lists, and is therefore another likely reason for the low
percentage agreements.
In comparing columns #1 and #3 of Table

v,

the percent

agreements for the speaking child/parent list as compared to
the nonspeaking child/parent list, however, are very
similar.

As mentioned in the discussion of question tl, the

parents chose 50\ of the same words for each child
regardless of physical condition.

In support of this, it

seems that mothers of twins often interact with the twins as
one unit instead of interacting with each on an individual
basis (Stafford, 1987).

Tomasello, Mannle and Kruger (1986)
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also state that the mothers of twins direct their language
towards both children rather than directing their interac-

tions individually.

These types of linguistic interactions

may limit the characteristic and unique lexical items chosen
for each twin, thus encouraging the parent to select many of
the same words for each child.
In comparing columns #2 and 14 of Table V, other
interesting results are presented.

In general, the percent

agreements were slightly lower for the nonspeaking
child/language sample comparisons than for the speaking
child/language sample comparisons.

These results were

apparent in four of the six twin pairs.

This represents the

possibility that fewer words on the parent-selected
vocabulary list for the nonspeaking child were present in
the speaking child's language sample.

This may be a

reflection of the very different needs of the nonspeaking,
nonambulatory child that may not be common in the language
of a normally developing child.

Yoder, Farran, and Allen

(1984) state that mothers of a twin with disabilities may
spend less time in joint attention and responsive behaviors
with that child than with the normal twin.

This observation

may contribute to the lower percentage agreement of the
parent's vocabulary list for the nonspeaking child/language
sample comparisons than of the speaking child/language
sample comparisons.
be due to chance.

These slight differences, however, may
Larger sample sizes would be needed to
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verify these differences.
Many additional reasons support the lower percentage
agreements for the nonspeaking child.

Harris and

Vanderheiden (1980) state that the disabled child has a
"reduced ability to explore his/her environment, to play and
interact with others, and to express emotions and needs"
(p. 234).

This in turn may diminish verbal interactions

from parents or caregivers.

Children with disabilities may

then become less interested in communicative interactions
(Rogers-Warren & Warren, 1984).

The parent doesn't have the

privilege of hearing words that the child might speak.
Therefore, interactions with that child to strengthen and
encourage words that are useful and reinforcing are
diminished.

This type of scenario may increase the possi-

bility of the parent selecting words less common to the
language sample of the speaking child.
The parent-selected vocabulary list for the speaking
child had more in common with the language sample for that
child.

For the speaking child, the parent needs only to

listen to that child in various communicative activities to
be aware of the specific words that are useful and reinforcing for that child.

Therefore, selecting words for the

speaking child may be a simpler task since the words are
significantly more conspicuous, yet narrowing them to a list
of 100 may be more difficult.
The third question looks at the vocabulary items that
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constitute a composite word list for each twin pair from
the parent-selected word lists and the language sample of
the speaking twin.

These composite vocabulary lists

represent not only normal vocabulary acquisition, but also
the unique vocabulary items that children with disabilities
may frequently encounter.
If one looks between the composite lists for each twin
pair, certain words reappear often.

The plural morpheme {S}

occurs in all six of the composite lists.

The word YES

occurs in five of the six and the words HOH, NO, GO, HE, and
DAD occur in four of the six lists.

These words may be

particularly significant for use on communication devices
since they occur across age ranges with consistency in both
language samples and parent-selected vocabulary lists.
These words have been duplicated in reports on
vocabulary development.

Nelson (1973) studied initial

expressive 50-word vocabularies in children.

She noted that

the words HOH(HY) and DAD(DY) were among the most common
first 10 words for her subjects.

The above remaining common

words of the twin pairs ({S}, YES, NO, GO, HE) were also
present in various initial 50-word vocabularies presented in
Nelson's research.
A study by Hore (1990), examined the frequency of
lexical items chosen for fifteen 3 to 6 year old nonspeaking
disabled children.

She states that the words HOH and DAD

were present in 29 of the 30 subject lists.

The words GO
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and {S} were present in 28 lists, NO and YES present in 20
lists, and ME present in 14 of the subject lists.

Thus,

More's study lends further validity to the words common
between the twin pairs.
Lahey and Bloom (1977) suggested that an expressive
lexicon should encompass various content categories: entity,
attribute possession, locative, recurrence, object,
negation, demonstrative and agent.

Each of these content

categories is represented in the six composite lists.

For

example, GOOD represents the category attribute, MY represents the category possession, N'T represents the category
negation.

Lexical items illustrating these categories

should be available to able-bodied and disabled children in
the same verbal environment.

This is confirmed strongly

since the categories were chosen by the parents and spoken
by the children in this research project.
Light, Collier and Parnes (1985b) stressed the
importance of words representing the communicative functions
such as requesting, clarifying, commenting, answering,
protesting and acknowledging.

Again, words are present in

the composite lists to engage these interactions.

For

example, WANT functions as a request, NO functions as a
protest, and ON can function as a answer.

Words represent-

ing communicative functions, allow the child to have some
personal control over interactions.

The child is able to

exploit the functions of language to explore and discover
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him or herself and the interactive world.
'

The number of words in common for the language samples
and the parent lists show no consistent pattern; however,
the two eldest twin pairs age 8.7 and 10.11 seem to show a
decline in the number of common words with age.

This may

reflect different personalities as children grow and separate according to their own needs and personalities.

Older

children may have access to a wider and more varied environment that carries with it greater demands and expectations
in verbal skills.

Thus, the able-bodied child within the

older twin pairs may be experiencing comparatively different
verbal environments than that of the disabled twin.

This

result also demonstrates that vocabulary size for older
children is larger, making commonalities occur with less
frequency since there are more words to choose from.

Owens

(1988) supports this argument by discussing lexical
acquisition.

It seems that vocabulary growth is rapid up to

the age of six years.

Between the ages of 7 and 11 years,

however, a child further increases his/her lexicon by
developing multiple meanings, semantic classes, logical
concepts, synonyms, antonyms and other vocabulary
interrelationships.
Clearly, the common words reflect those that are
characteristic to both twins rather than those that may be
necessary for each individual child.

For example, such

words as HELP, BATHROOM and WANT are on one or more of the
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composite lists and are useful for each of the twins.

Words

such as WHEELCHAIR and WET did not make it to the list of
common words since they are unique or more common to the
nonspeaking twin and are unlikely to show up in the language
samples or on the parent list for the speaking twin.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
SUMMARY
Children with severe physical disabilities often do not
have the capabilities for oral communication.

Therefore,

the vocabulary needs of nonspeaking children has been a
subject of research in the area of augmentative communication for a number of years.

The idea of allowing children

with disabilities the opportunity for expression and
communication is one not easily ignored. Obtaining
vocabulary items, however, that are useful to nonspeaking
disabled children that also meet normal language acquisition
standards has been a concern.

This study specifically

addresses this concern by looking into the vocabulary issues
of twins.

The purpose of this research project is to verify

that differences exist in the expressive vocabulary needs
that are determined for a nonspeaking, cerebral-palsied twin
and a speaking, able-bodied twin by a caregiver despite
similar verbal environments.
Six twin pairs were used.

One of the twins in each

pair was normally developing in respect to cognition,
sensory abilities and speech/language.

The other twin had

both a nonambulatory and nonspeaking condition.

Their ages
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range between 3;2 and 10;11 years with four male twin pairs
and two female twin pairs.

The procedures included a 110-

word parent-selected vocabulary list for each twin which was
to be representative of the words each child requires to
communicate effectively.

Additionally a 1000-word language

sample of the speaking twin within each twin pair was
obtained during a play activity.

The vocabulary items

obtained were then compared to answer the following
questions:

1) What is the percentage lexical agreement

between the parents' vocabulary lists for the speaking and
nonspeaking twin?; 2) What is the percentage of lexical
agreement between the language sample of the speaking twin
and the parents' vocabulary lists for that child and the
nonspeaking twin?; 3) What words constitute a composite
vocabulary list of common words selected by the parents for
each twin and the words actually spoken by the normal twin?
Results indicate that 50\ of the words chosen by the
parent for the nonspeaking twin were also chosen for the
speaking twin.

This split percentage suggests that parents

indeed address normal language acquisition, while not
ignoring the unique words necessary to meet the needs of
their disabled child.

Low percentages were obtained when

the words in the parent-selected lists for each child and
the language samples were compared.

The words chosen for

the nonspeaking twins, however, presented slightly lower
percentage agreements to the language sample than the
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speaking twins.

The lower agreement of vocabulary items

reflects the different lexical items needed for the nonspeaking, nonambulatory child that may not occur in the
language sample of a normally developing child during a play
activity.

Therefore, this research project demonstrates

that despite similar verbal environments, the words chosen
for twins varies with the abilities and needs of each child,
as well as other situational influences.
The lexical items comprising the twin composite
vocabulary lists satisfy the various areas for semantic
content categories and communicative functions.

Further-

more, these words seem to be especially relevant since they
not only represent words from normal language acquisition,
but also meet the needs of nonspeaking physically disabled
children.
CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS
This research contributes to the efforts of those in
the process of generating specific word lists and supportable guidelines for vocabulary selection of augmentative
communication devices being utilized by children.

The

vocabulary items generated from this research give some
amount of insight into the communicative considerations and
needs of the nonspeaking, physically disabled child in a
same verbal environment as speaking, able-bodied children.
This research project demonstrates that despite similar
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verbal environments, the words chosen for twins varies with
the abilities and needs of each child, as well as other
situational influences.

Parents seem to be sensitive to the

linguistic and physical requirements of their children and
compensate through the lexical items selected for each
child.

Thus, when requesting parents or caregivers to

select lexical items for the communication devices of their
nonspeaking child, it is likely that they will choose
appropriate words to meet that child's various communicative
needs.
Furthermore, many of the words selected by parents of
nondisabled children can be useful and beneficial for
nonspeaking, disabled children.

This was confirmed by the

lexical items chosen for each twin.

Many of the words

selected for the normal twin were the same as those selected
for the nonspeaking twin, thus supporting the contention
that words within a normally developing lexicon will be
represented.

These words also reflected daily needs and

routines.
Research such as this may allow children with disabilities to realize their own potential to become effective
communicators.

This goal can only be accomplished when the

lexical items placed on an augmentative communication device
are ones that meet the individual needs of the child, are
reinforcing, and allow him/her to experience life as a
"participant", not an observer.

Lexical items should
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facilitate the interactive desires and intents of the child,
as well as aid in the recognition of being a capable,
intelligent human being.
It is evident that the parents of children can be
reliable sources for the word selection of their child's
communication device.

In this case, parents were able to

choose those words that were necessary for their nonspeaking
child with disabilities, as well as words that occur in the
language of their normal speaking child.

This may be an

indicator that when selecting the lexical items for communication devices, parents and professionals may want to
consider not only lexical items that are characteristic to
that child, but also those of same-aged normally developing
children and of children within the same verbal environment.
In this effort, a disabled child may communicate ideas that
are necessary for his/her daily needs along with ideas and
intentions similar to every other normally developing child.

RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS
The next logical step to this study may be to compare
the composite lists created in research question #3 to preexisting vocabulary reports and instruments involving
children within the same age range as the twin pairs.

For

example the vocabulary lists presented by Holland (1975),
Rescorla (1989), and Beukelman, Jones and Rowan (1989) may
be used for this task.

A final composite vocabulary list
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could be created of the words that appear on the twin pair
composites, as well as on the pre-existing vocabulary lists.
This list would not only represent words from the language
sample and those chosen by the parents for speaking and
nonspeaking children in similar verbal environments, but
those that are present on established and clinically useful
vocabulary lists.

These lexical items would also be repre-

sentative across age ranges since it would account the words
from each twin pair, ages 3.2 to 10.11 years.

Comparing

these composite list words to pre-established vocabulary
lists or instruments for children within the twins' age
range, lends further validity and relevance.

The words

contained within each list would meet specific guidelines
previously stated and demonstrate further validity by their
presence on other vocabulary list reports and language
instruments.
Comparing the semantic classes present in the parentselected vocabulary list for the speaking and nonspeaking
twin is also an important research consideration.

It may be

considered whether the words chosen for the nonspeaking
disabled twin represent medical needs, toileting, or limited
physical activities.

On the other hand, it may be found

that the words chosen for the speaking able-bodied twin
represent play and physical activities.

Fried-Oken (1989)

proposes that differences in the physical abilities of
speaking and nonspeaking children may have a considerable
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influence on the types of lexical items acquired, as well as
the linguistic input offered by parents and caregivers.
Information such as this would lend further assistance into
the distinctive lexical items needed for disabled children,
in addition to the words exemplifying normally developing
language acquisition.
A further consideration may be to limit the context for
which the lexical items would be chosen.

This research was

not limited to one or two communicative situations.

Many

interactive contexts may have been represented in the
parent-selected word lists, as well as the language samples.
Therefore, to produce fully developed and extensive word
lists, research must be done in which separate communicative
environments (dinner time, getting ready for bed, and
getting dressed, etc.) are analyzed.

This would allow

persons choosing the vocabulary items for communicative aid
devices to have an immense supply of words upon which to
choose from for specific communicative situations.
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Dear Parents:
I am a researcher and a speech-lanquaqe patholoqist at Good
Samaritan Hospital in Portland. Oreqon where I help people who
are not able to talk due to physical disabilities. Specifically,
I make communication boards for children with cerebral palsy who
cannot speak. The parents.
teachers. therapists, and I choose
words and pictures that qo on t~e boards. and then teach the
children to point to the items they want to say.
I am lookinq for sets of twins. where one child is nonspeaking
and nonambulatorv, and their tvin is develooing within normal
li~its.
I will ask them to participate in a simple research
prc;JeCt. The project will improve the ways that we choose the
vocabulary for the communication boards. I invite you and your
children to be part of our project. You can help other parents
co111111unicate with their nonspeakinq children,
and improve the
education and lanquaqe learninq of children with severe physical
disabilities.
Your participation in the study will take about 2 hours at home.
We simply ask you to complete the followinq instructions:
l. Read and siqn the enclosed Informed Consent Form. This
per:oission slip describes the research project more and tells you
about your parental riqhts for research participation.
2. Fill out a vocabulary list for each twin.
For your speakinq child. make a list of the llO most
words that your child would need i! he/she could not
was usinq a co111111unication board. All you need to do is
to the words that your child uses for a day or so, and
a list of the most common words.

important
speak and
to listen
then make

For the nonspeakinq child, we ask you to fill out a list of llO
words that your child would use if he/she could talk. Aqain.
consider all of their daily activities, needs. routines and write
down the 110 words that would be needed most .

...
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J. we
ask your
permission to
have your s~eak1n9 child
participate in this study. We need an audio-tape of your child
talkinQ while he/she plays. This one-hour tape of speech is
called a
"lan9ua9e
sample."
Either
your speech-lan9ua9e
patholo9ist will tape the child, or we will ask you to make a
tape of your child playino with you. If you are doinQ the tapino.
we have included "lan9ua9e samplinQ instructions" to make the
task easy. By tapino what the children say,
we can see what
common words are chosen by children. Then we can compare what
words ~ chose with the words that your child actually used.
When those J tasks are completed,
you are finished. We want to
thank you.
in advance, for participatinq!
If you have any
questions. please contact me collect at (SOJ)
::9-7:66 or ask
your cooperatin9 speech patholo9ist for assistance. If you are
coinQ to prepare the langua9e tape. please ask your clinician for
guidance.
I look for~ard to assistin9 nonspeakin9 children with cerebral
palsy and their families communicate better through your help.
Thanks aoain.
Sincerely,
/'\

Melanie Fried-Oken, Ph.D.
Clinical Researcher/Coordinator
Auqmentative Communication Service
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Dear Cooperating Clinician:
Thank you for agreeing to participate in our twin study. As you
know, we are trying to develop
vocabulary guideline• for
nonspeaking,
nonambulatory
children
who
rely on AC for
expression. By using the words selected for twins, we will be
able to hold the variable of "environmental influence• constant
when we examine word choices for speaking and nonspeaking
children.
We ask you to help us with the following procedure:
1. Identify a set of twins where one child is nonspeaking and the
other child is developing within nor:nal limits for his/her
chronological age.
2. Contact the parents/caregivers, explain the atudy, and ask
them if they are interested in participating.
3. Send the parents:
ll Letter to parents
2) Infor111ed Consent For111
3) Vocabulary list for the nonspeaking child.
4) Vocabulary list for the speaking child.
4. We need an audio-taped language aample elicited from the
speaking child. We will enter 1000 words produced by the child
into our data base. From our recent experience of transcribing 30
c~ildren between
the ages of 3 to 6 years, we have found that 60
to 90 minutes of spontaneous speech produces a language corpus
that contains at leaat 1000 intelligible, transcribe-able words.
Since this is a rather lengthy proceaa, we often elicited
language in tvo sessions with the younger children.

We have included language sampling suggestions for you in thia
mailing. We ask you to use your professional judgement and
language saapling experience to help us with data collection. It
is difficult to ask cooperating clinicians to collect language
samples for us since there will be non-standard elicitation
styles used. Given our limited subject pool in tha Portland
area however, your language sample ia the beat way to collect
data.

+Ciood Samuilan
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If the twins do not live in your Qeo9raphical area, and it is not
possible for you to tape the speakinQ child, please ask the
parent to elicit the lan9ua9e sample. In that case, please send
the parent
the cassette
tape, mailinQ envelope,
lan9ua9e
samplin9 instructions and information form. The parents mi9ht
need some Quidance in the lan9ua9e samplinQ task. We hope that
you could offer assistance if needed.
Please mail (or have the parents mail)
the completed audiocassette and lan9ua9e samplinQ information form to Dr. Melanie
Fried-Oken in the enclosed cassette mailer.
If you have any questions, please call Dr. Fried-Oken at 503-2297266. Thank you a9ain for your time, cooperation, ener9y and
concern. We will be happy to share our results with you as soon
as all the data are collected and analyzed.
Sincerely,
Melanie Fried-Oken, Ph.D.
Clinical Researcher/Coordinator
Auqmentative Com:munication Service
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM
VOCAJlut.AJlY HEEDS OF THE NONSPEAKING CHILD
AS DETERMINED BY CAREGIVERS
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

MELANIE FRIED-OKEN, Ph.D.

DESCRIPTION OF ST'!Jt)Y
Some children who hav• cerebral palsy cannot control their oral
muscles to speak effectively. They must use communication aids to
express their thouqbts and needs. Many children point to pictures
on communication boards and books. Others use electronic devices.
such as Speak •n Spell or Apple computers, that speak for a
person. These aids are referred to as euqmentative communication
systems.
Every auqmentativ• communication system must present words or
pictures to children so that they can choose whet they want to
say. For example, a child must be able to point to printed words
or a picture of ice cream when asked, "What do you want for
dessert?".
The task of selectinq the words to put on a communication board
for a nonspeakinq child is a very difficult one. Parents, family
members, teachers and therapists must decide whet words and
sentences the nonspeakinq child miqht want (or need)
to say. The
vocabulary must give the child as much communication freedom as
possible.
Unfortunately, most communication boards only contain between 4
and 400 words. Since you can't put every word of a lenquage on a
communication aid, most vocabulary lists are restrictive. A
noaspeekinq child cannot say everythinq he or she wants to. The
problem facing adults who make communication aids for nonspeaking
children is: "What words should I choose?".
The purpose of this study is to compare vocabulary lists that are
chosen for speaking and nonspeakinq children between the ages of
3 to 6 years old. The words that are commonly selected for all
children will be shared with adults who make communication aids.

:t
Samaritan
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PROCEDURE
Participation in this study will involve about one hour of your
time which can be in your chosen location. You will aimply be
asked to make two lists of 110 words each: one list of words that
your speaking child would use to COllllDUnicate if he or ahe could
not speak; and one list of words that your nonspeakinq child
would use if he or ahe could talk.
Your speaking youngster will participate in the atudy,
as well.
They will be audio-tape recorded for about one hour while they
are playing with toys and talking. The children will elso take a
language teat to judge that they understand language within
normal age 11.Jlits. The tapes will be transcribed later so that we
can see what words the children chose to speak.
To ensure confidentiality, your name will
study. Initials will replace the children's
identities remain private.

not be used in this
names ao that their

DESCRimON Of JtUll:S AND BENEFITS
There are no significant risks associated with this study. You
and your child can atop anytime you feel uncomfortable during the
task. Ho specific benefits will be derived by participants in
this study other than supplying collllllon word lists to nonspeaking
children. The results will help speech-language pathologists and
adults vho aake collllllunication aids select the least restrictive
and moat useful vocabulary for aug11entative collllllunication.
CQNSE?fT
I have read this consent form and have discussed with Dr. FriedOken or her representative the procedures described above. I have
been given the opportunity to ask questions, which have been
answered to my satisfaction • I understand that I can telephone
Dr. Fried-Oken,
collect, at (5031
229-7266 to answer any
questions I still might have.
I understand that as a participant in this study my identity and
my child's identity, records and data relating to this research
study will be kept confidential.
It ia not the policy of Good Samaritan Hospital and Medical
Center, or any other agency funding the research project in which
I aa participating, to compensate or provida medical treatments
in th• event the research results in physical injury. I should
further understand that should I suffer any injury from the
research project, compensation will be available only if I
establish that the injury occurred throug~ the fault of Good
Samaritan Hospital, its officers or employees or my physician.
Further infor111ation regarding this policy may be obtained from
t~e Office of Keaearch Administration at (5031 229-7218.
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I understand
I am free to refuse to participate in this study at
any time or to withdraw from participation in this study at any
time and it will in no way affect my relationship with, or
treatment at, Good Samaritan Hospital and Medical Center.
I

have read and understood the foregoing:

DATE

PARTICIPANT

Please print children's naae:

Children's date of birth:
Children's day care or school:
Please circle one: Hy chfldren are fraternal identical twins.

If you experience. problems that are the result of your participation
in this study, please contact the Chair of the Human Subjects Research
Review Committee, Office of Grants and Contracts, 303 Cramer Hall,
Portland State University, (503) 725-3417.
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~Prot-

Oear Par-ent:
Please fill out the following infonnation about your child.
Child's 1n1t1als:
School:
Birthdate:
Sex:
Humber of children In family:
How many siblings are older thailtn~1T01
How many s1blfngs are younger than the chfld?
Assume that your child fs unable to cOCll!1un1cate by talking and must corrrnunicate
by pointing to pfctur-es and i;ords. Please list the 110 most i~portant words
your child would need 1n order to conmun1cate effectively during a regular
day. Befor-e completing the list, you may find ft helpful to listen to your
child for a 11ttle while.
Attached 1s a form with blanks for your 110 words. Please put a check in the
column called "Essential Words" 1f the word 1s one that must be included for
daily c011111Unication. Put a check 1n the column called "Extra Words" ff the
i;ord would be nice to include, but is not essential for daily C01T111unication.
D1ffer-ent forms of the same word (plurals, -Ing endings) can be listed
as separate i;ords.
Please cia11 the completed forms to me fn the attached self-addressed stamped
envelope.
Thank you for your t1me and consideration.
Sincer-ely,

Melanie Frfed-Oken
Home Address:

:t
Good !1amarilan
:;:: fbspW & MedC!I f.ellfr
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HJQ£NTATIVE

CXHt.JNICATI~

/J!J1~~k~'?i'!~~!~~~ ofOregon
~"'°f'r't"

Dear Parent:
Please fill oot the following information about your child.
Child's initials:
Birthdate:
Sex:

Nuit>er of children in f lftl. l y:

How many siblings are older?
How many siblings are younQer!'
How many hours each day do )QI spend vi th your child?

loihat is

)Qlr

relationship to tha c h i l d ? - - - - - - - - -

loihat is your child's main 11111thods of camiunication?

'ih1t focn(s) of au;;mentative c:amunication has your child used in the past?

)QI and/or your child's therapisU/teachers prepared
alr-eady? - - - - -

Save

a~

list

If yes, how many words and/or phrases are included in the list? _ __

Please list the 110 moet in9:>rtant words your child needs in order to cx:mnunicate
effectively during a AQUlar day. Sane parents find it euy to thinks of this
list as the 110 words that their child would UM a lot if he/she a:iuld talk.
Before canpleting the liat, )QI may find it helpful to obeerve your child
carefully for a while. If a voc:abilAry list has already been mde for your
child, )QI may use the wor:ds in that list. P l - put a * rwxt. to thoee words
that were previoualy chosen.
Below ia a fom vith blanks for your 110 words. Please put a check in the colunn
called •Esaential W:Jrds• if the word is one that naJat be included for daily
carmunication. Pl.It a check in the coll.inn called 1 Extra \obrds" if the word would
be nice to include, but is not essential for daily c:amwtlcation. Different focna
of the root word (thirlt, thcu;iht, thinking) can be listed u separate words.

:t
Good Samaritan
::j': fhsptU &Medal Ceilft

·ot
"6Z

·ez
"LZ

·9z
·sz
·•z
·tz
·zz
·rz
·oz
"6t

·er
"Lt
"9t
·st
·n
·n
·zt
•tt

·01
"6

·a
"L

·9
·s

••
·c
·z
•t

~
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•09

·6s
·es
·Ls

·9s
·ss
•ts
·ts
·zs
·ts
·os
•6t
·et

·o
•9t

...

·st

•tt
·zt

·n
·ot
.6£
·er
"L£

"9(
"S£
"t£
"((

·zt
"!(

~
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0

06

0

·ee
"LB
0

98

·se
•ta

·re

·ze
·te
·oe
0

6L

"BL

"LL
"9L

"SL
"tL
"tL
"ZL
"tL

"OL
0
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"89
"L9
·99
·59
"t9

"(9

•rg
""(9

9ijOi

1L

·on
"60t
·sot
"LOt
"90t
·sot
·tot
·tot
"l':Ot
·tot
·oot
"66
"86
"L6
"96
"56
"t6
"(6
"Z6
"16

~
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GUIDELINES FOR COLLECTING LANGUAGE SAMPLES
We ask you to elicit a language sample that contains at
least 1000 intelligible, transcribable whole words.
We
suggest that you tape about 60 to 90 minutes of spontaneous
speech.
This could be done in two or three sessions.
Indicate the child's initials and the dates of the
recordings on the cassette.
We are trying to elicit common words that are used in a
child's daily environment.
We have found that a doll house
and dolls create a familiar family setting for frequent
vocabulary.
A Fisher-Price "Little People's" doll house
with dolls, cars and furniture were the stimulus materials
used with the speaking ambulatory control subjects.
Introduce a number of routines that are included in a
child's daily life.
These could include:
- waking up and getting dressed
- making or eating breakfast/lunch/dinner
- going to school or day care
- going to the store
- family outings
- watching TV
- playing - toys and games
- snacks
- nap time
- bedtime - baths, bedtime story, etc.
Some children are responsive to these suggestions and will
talk about them.
Others will not be directed by an adult
and will introduce the routines that they want to talk
about.
Don't be too concerned if the child refuses to talk
about these routines!
Please repeat those utterances which you feel might be
unintelligible to the transcriber.
It is better to repeat
too much than not repeat at all!
Please note the location
and dates of the samples and any comments on the data
collection form.
If you have any questions or concerns about the guidelines,
feel free to call Dr. Melanie Fried-Oken or Lillian More,
collect, at (503) 229-7266.
We thank you for your help.

APPENDIX E
PROCEDURES FOR SELECTING 100 SINGLE WORDS
FROM THE 110-WORD VOCABULARY LIST
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PROCEDURES FOR SELECTING 100 SINGLE WORDS
FROM THE 110-WORD VOCABULARY LIST

To obtain 100 words:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Words that were checked off as "essential"
by the caregiver were counted first, beginning
with the first "essential" word listed.
Words that were checked off as "extra" by
the caregiver were counted next, beginning with
the first "extra" word listed.
Words that were not checked as being either
"essential" or "extra" were treated as "extra"
words.
Words that appeared twice on the same list were
only used once.
The morphemes plural "s", n't, '11, 're, 's, 've,
'm, and 'd were entered as separate words.
If more than one word appeared on a line, each
word was counted as a separate word.
Two words that represented a single concept, such
as "thank you" were hyphenated and counted as one
word.
Once 100 words were selected, the remaining words
were disregarded.
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TRANSCRIPTION AND EDITING GUIDELINES
1.
2.

Omit first 50 utterances
Transcribe 1000 words

3.

Omit:

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

A. False starts
B. Repetitions that are reformulations or pause
fillers
c. Pause fillers (urn, uh, well)
D. Excogitations unless used as questions (let's
see, you know)
E. Sentence starters (now, so, oh)
F. Nonlinguistic sounds
G. Confirmations of the examiner's repetition of
the child's previous utterance (uh huh, yeah)
Include:
A. Phrases that are abandoned before completion
B. Repetitions used for emphasis, mark progress,
or that are not reformulations or fillers
C. Excogitations used as question (see, you know)
D. Every other conjunction when stringing together
several clauses
E. "Oh" when used in giant forms (oh dear, oh my)
F. Yes/no responses to examiner's yes/no questions
G. "Okay" when used as an acknowledgement
H. "Uh-oh" and "Oops"
I. Early appearing catenatives
Count contractions as two words
Count the following morphemes as separate units:
'm, 's, 're, '11, s (plural), n't, 'd, 've
Transcribe rnisarticulated words in correct adult form
Precede child forms with an "*" (goed, taked)
Precede proper nouns with an 11 - 11

